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SURE SAN 

CONCENTRATED SURFACE SANITISER 

 

MATERIAL & FUNCTION 

 

SURE SAN is a highly active Quaternary Ammonium based sanitizer designed 
primarily for use in food preparation & person to person contact areas. It 
incorporates a surfactant system to allow removal of light soiling as well as 
agents to provide accelerated air drying.  

 

SURE SAN is suitable for use in food and meat export establishments as a no-
rinse sanitizer when used at the correct dilution. 

 

SURE SAN is suitable for the sanitation of various types of plant and 

equipment, namely homogenizers, pans, tanks, bench tops, tables, cutting boards, 

bowls, refrigerators, heat exchangers, trays, conveyor belts and mixing, mincing 

and kneading plants etc 

PROPERTIES 

Clear, colourless liquid with distinctive odour. 

APPLICATIONS 

SURE SAN is recommended for fogging, spraying or manual applications at use 
dilutions of 20 mls to 100 mls per litre of water.  

 

To use SURE SAN as a no-rinse sanitizer dilute the product at 1 part SURE 
SAN to 9 parts fresh potable water. i.e. 100 mls of SURE SAN made up to 1 
litre with water. 

 

To achieve best results spray a light mist of SURE SAN directly onto the surface 
and allow the surface to air dry. 
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Where heavy soiling is encountered, clean the surface with RAPID KLEN or 
S21 prior to application. 

SURE SAN is safe to use on all painted, tiled and metal surfaces. 

CAUTION 

Avoid  contact with skin and eyes and avoid  breathing vapour. 

PACKAGING 

5 and 15L containers 

IMPORTANT NOTICE TO CUSTOMER 

Since the use of this product is beyond the control of either seller or manufacturer, their only obligation 

shall be to replace any quantity of product which is proven defective. They cannot assume any risk or 

liability in excess of the purchase price of the product itself, which does not include labour or any 

consequential damages resulting from the use of this product. Determining the suitability of this product 

for any intended use shall be solely the responsibility of the user.  ALWAYS TEST FIRST.  
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